1977 M AWARDS

Sims-Varner & Associates honored
for Robinson Middle School in Detroit

The Remus G. Robinson Middle School in Detroit has earned a 1977
'M Award' for excellence of masonry design for its architect,
F. Sims, FAIA, the building was designed in masonry, both inside
and out, "because the site surroundings and life span of the
building required enduring materials of substance wherever
possible." The exterior features an 8x8x4-inch panel brick in
blended earth tones. The rest of the curtain wall system consists
of a 2-inch insulated cavity and 8-inch concrete masonry units
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painted with an epoxy material to provide the interior finish.
Exterior design details include vertical recesses to break up the
monolithic appearance of the masonry, projecting stair towers
utilizing radius brick, and minimum window area for security and
energy conservation. Inside, glazed concrete masonry units are
used extensively for color highlights and to provide impervious
surfaces in heavy-use areas.

In all, six architects and their projects were honored in this
third annual 'M Awards' program, sponsored by the Masonry Institute
of Michigan in cooperation with the Michigan Society of Architects.
They were selected by a jury of Atlanta, Georgia, architects headed
by James A. Finch, FAIA. Another of the winners will be reviewed
in next month's Newsletter.

THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE

The other day, a friend, upon learning
that we were going to Dallas this year for
the Architect's Convention, enthused, "Dallas
is a beautiful city set in great country... the
Dallas-Fort Worth area is very pretty
territory."

Dallas in the spring, Lois and I are looking
forward to it. I will be the single delegate
MSA is allowed, but our eight chapters carry
72 votes plus one for Paul Bowers, AIA, our
AIA Director. It is important that we get
as wide a representation as possible at this
great Architect's Meeting on the Range. Ex-
ecutive Director Ann Stacy will set up an MSA
caucus so we can review critical issues. Del-
egates...don't forget to get accredited promptly
and then vote your convictions.

Convention...Dallas...May 21 thru 24...1978.
This one is labeled "A Time to Learn." President
Botsal has been a determined fellow about this
learning business. He aims to wipe out incompe-
tence among AIA Architects. According to the
Convention Brochure, each of the three prime
convention days has the afternoons, 2-5:30 PM,
solidly scheduled with school classes and they
even have those old school numbers like 101,
204, and 309. Even the background illustration
on the Convention schedule page shows a huddled
mass of serious faced individuals all facing
in one direction, slightly jaundiced in color,
singularly intent upon something not shown.
There is something in the course content of
these carefully numbered classes that every
architect could benefit from like 102, "Effec-
tive Business Planning," or 202 "Marketing in
the 1980's" or maybe 307, "New Uses for Old
Buildings-Opportunity for Architects." Well,
even these architects-turned-students, stuffy
and solemn as they appear to be, are still
Architects; and everyone knows Architects
are not dull boys. So those Texas wranglers
of the Host Chapter have concocted the perfect
THE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE (Cont.)

antidote to President Botsai's Course 105, "Legal Aspects of Practice-Now that You're In Court."

A Host Chapter Party. Texas style Host Chapter Party, of course, with Black-tie and cowboy boots...the official program says, "Ladies wear long gowns with a little Texas flash." What do you suppose the ladies In Texas fals? I am sure this Big Texas Party will find a落到 in Texas drink and Texas entertainments. I will put a smile on the sober faces of these studious Architects. Host Chapter parties are the one fun place the local folks get to shine...wine and dine... Of course there is/ The consistently best part of every AIA Convention...The Sunday night Dodge-Sweet Party. Those sweet Dodge Boys always start our Conventions with such a bang that they even loosen up stern executive types like some Architects I know.

These are much more to a national AIA convention than work and play. There is the electrifying politicking that goes on on the convention floor as the various factions joust over the merits of scores of resolutions, including contracting, advertising, and mandatory continuing education. Let's get these resolutions right this year. There are your old friends, the Producers, who will be exhibiting every day of the Convention at the lunch hour along with a good line of insurance, and the Host Chapter with tours and tournaments keeps everyone busy. And if you are a history buff, you can visit the site where President Kennedy was assassinated.

Incidentally, the AIA Gold Medalist for 1978, Philip Johnson, FAIA, is giving a free wheeling Design Seminar on Thursday, May 25. May is the month that will perk up those solemn faced Architects like Course 309, "Avoiding Water Infiltration-The number One Cause of Legal Action" wasn't able to do. Cheer up, you studious Architects with countenance so grave, President Botsai's timely Tools and Techniques for Tomorrow can't be that bad. The Texans are going to make it a rootin' tootin' humdinger of a Convention. See you there.

Arthur E. Nelson, AIA President-MSA

MSA LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE

The committee has not had a formal meeting since the last board meeting of March 15. In the time since several activities have taken place on an ad hoc basis.

On the 23rd of March a General meeting of interested professionals was held in the State Office building in Lansing and explained the new State Contract and Fee formula. The meeting generated good discussion and brought to light a problem in the Professional Liability item of the Contract, concerning the maximum deductible allowed on Liability Insurance. A subsequent meeting was arranged between myself, two members from the Insurance Industry and John Sullivan, Larry Bennett, Ralph Seeley, and Bill Larson all from the State. As a result of this meeting the maximum deductible provision was dropped. No other changes were made.

A meeting was also arranged with Rusty Hellman, Don Gordon and myself to discuss the proposed Selection Process for Professional Services Contractors. This was an attempt to reach a compromise between Management and Budget and the Legislature.

At a Joint Outlay Committee meeting of April 13, the proposed and modified Selection Process of Management and Budget was put to a vote and defeated. The ramifications are that M.S.A. has an opportunity along with the other Professions to make a new proposal which hopefully will find support in both the Legislature and the Bureau of Management and Budget.

Bernard J. Mayotte

"BOOK & AUTHOR" PARTY AT BEAUBIEN HOUSE

As part of the regular meeting schedule for The Detroit Chapter The Third Thursday In May will feature A New Book edited by former Chapter president Louis C. Redstone, FAIA.

Lou will be at the Beaubien House from 4:00 p.m. until 7:00 to autograph copies of his newest book, "Hospital And Health Care" an Architectural Record publication.

Copies will be available at Beaubien House during the reception for $24.95. Profits from the sale of the book that night will go to The Detroit Chapter.

Join Lou and The Chapter Board at Beaubien House, Thursday May 18 for this special Third Thursday.

MSA NEEDS YOUR ASSISTANCE

The Michigan Society of Architects is currently preparing its First Edition of the MSA Annual for the Construction Industry. Rosters of members, firms and other information will be included.

To make this reference book helpful to you and others please give us your telephone number. We will publish those numbers received so if you want to be included please complete the form below.

NAME:  

TELEPHONE NUMBER:  

FIRM:  

CHAPTER AREA:  

NAME:  

TELEPHONE NUMBER:  

FIRM:  

CHAPTER AREA:  

3
HANDBOOK UNDERWAY

The MSA Annual Handbook is currently in production and will be distributed to the Membership in early July.

The publication will contain Rosters of MSA members, the Firm Roster, codes, AIA document List Standards of practice, Legislation Information, The MSA Honor awards winner, Government Affairs, Affiliated Associations, Practice Aids, Component & National Staff Directory, a List of Architectural Schools, Beaubien House, Calendar, etc.

Copies of this useful tool will be sent free of charge to members of the Legislature, prospective clients in industry, government and the private Sector.

If you would like to personally deliver or send a copy to your legislator please call Rae Dumke to make the arrangements.

Additional copies will be available at 10.00 each at the pre publication price. Please use the order form below to reserve extra copies.

NAME: ____________________________
ADDRESS: __________________________
PHONE: ____________________________
QUANTITY OF ANNUAL: ______________

MISCELLANEOUS

ATTENTION GOLFERS!

For its 25th season the golf league once again has scheduled some of the best clubs in the area for its monthly tournaments. Mark the dates on your calendar and plan to attend.

May 23 Wabek Country Club
June 19 Edgewood Country Club
July 18 Grosse Ile Golf & Country Club
August 22 Forest Lake Country Club
September 12 Great Oaks Country Club
October 10 Bay Pointe Golf Club

Participation is open to Architects, Engineers and Landscape Architects who are league members and their guests. Here is an opportunity to play courses which are normally only available to club members and to entertain clients, employees and/or friends in a first class atmosphere without paying the Country Club dues or membership fee. For information and applications call Leon Kohls at 851-7777 or John Lesniak at 399-3888.

DETROIT BUILDS FOR THE FUTURE

A forum to measure Detroit's growing potential to attract new business in the downtown area.

PROGRAM - May 9th

3:00 - 3:10 p.m. Registration

3:10 - 3:25 p.m. INTRODUCTION AND THEME OF PROGRAM

3:25 - 3:40 p.m. WELCOME ADDRESS
The Honorable Coleman A. Young, Mayor of Detroit

3:40 - 4:20 p.m. STATE OF THE CITY
William Cieluffo, Administrative Assistant to the Mayor

4:20 - 4:40 p.m. City's Great Master Plan and New Development Process
Jack Korb, Chairman, Planning Commission

4:40 - 4:55 p.m. HIGHLIGHTS:
Washington Plaza, Woodward Mall - Rosetti Associates
Wayne Community College - Giffels; Kahn; N. Johnson
Cultural Center - Kessler Associates
Detroit Industrial Development

4:55 - 5:15 p.m. DETROIT RIVERFRONT ARENA
C. T. Harris, AIA, Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates, Inc.

5:15 - 5:30 p.m. Edison Plaza - Nucleus of the Energy Network
Charles Heidel, Executive Vice President, Detroit Edison Company

5:30 - 5:50 p.m. Detroits History in Buildings
Thomas J. Holleman, Architectural Historian, Johnson, Johnson & Roy

5:50 - 6:00 p.m. Renaissance Update
Thomas J. Boyle, Public Relations Manager, Ford Land Development

6:00 p.m. Cocktails
7:00 p.m. Dinner

Detroit Chamber of Commerce; ESD Construction Activities Committee - J. Andrews, C. Heidel and J. Korb

U of M ANNOUNCEMENT

The College of Architecture and Urban Planning of The University of Michigan will hold its annual alumni luncheon during the AIA Convention in Dallas. Luncheon arrangements have been made by Gary Krewson ('71) at the State Room in the Fairmont Hotel for Sunday 21 May, with cocktails at 12:00 and lunch at 12:30 p.m. Spouses are welcome. If you plan to attend, please send a note or call the College office (313 764-1500), to make reservations. You may pay with
BOOKSTORE

MSA ARCHITECT' BOOKSTORE

Listed below are all of the books available from the Architects' Bookstore:

HARRY N. ABRAMS, INC.

- Anciant Architecture: Mesopotomia, Egypt, Crete, Greece, Seton Lloyd, Hans Wolfgang, Huyler, Roland Martin/$37.50
- Baroque Architecture/Christian Norberg-Schulz/$37.50
- Byzantine Architecture/Cyrlil Mango/$37.50
- History of Art (2nd Ed.)/W. Janson/$28.50
- Late Baroque & Rococo Architecture/Christian Norberg-Schulz/$37.50
- Oriental Architecture/Mario Busseglia/$37.50
- Pre-Columbian Architecture of Mesoamericas/ Doris Heyden & Paul Gandroz/$37.50
- Renaissance Architecture/Peter Murray/$37.50
- Romanesque Architecture/Hans Erieh Kubach/$37.50

AMERICAN ASSOC. FOR STATE & LOCAL HISTORY

- Identifying American Architecture: A Pictorial Guide and Terms/John J. O. Blumenson/$6.95

ACSA

- Llife Experiences in Environmental Design/ACSA/$14.00

AISC (AMER. INST. OF STEEL CONST.)

- Manual of Steel Const. (7th Ed.)/$20.00

ALORY

- 18 Years with Architect Louis I. Kahn/August E. Komendant/$15.00
- Financing Real Estate Development/Harry A. Coleman, AIA Ed./$25.50

AMERICAN HERITAGE PUBLISHING CO.

- Architecture in America: A Pictorial History 1700/ G. M. Koster Smith, AIA/$45.00

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF HEATING, REFRIGERATION AND AIR-CONDITIONING ENGINEERS, INC.

- ASHRAE Standard 50-75/$5.00

ANCHOR PRESS/DODGEBDAY

- Architecture and Energy/Richard G. Stein/$12.95

ANN ARBOR SCIENCE

- 1977 Solar Energy & Research Director/$7.50

ARCHITECTURAL RECORD BOOK

- Behavioral Architecture/Clovis Heimsath, AIA/$15.50
- Current Techniques in Architectural Practice/Robert Class & Robert Koehler/$25.00
- Professional Construction Management & Project Administration, 2nd Ed./William B. Foxhall/$17.50
- Recycling Buildings: Renovations, Remodeling, Restorations & Reuses/$19.50
- Space Planning/Lila Shoshkes/$17.50

AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS

- The American Endless Weekend/C. Ray Smith/$7.50
- The Architect, The Engineer & OSHA Conference Transcript for At/9/$7.00
- Architects in America/$3.00
- Architecture and the Shelter Industry/$3.00
- Architectural Construction & The Social Sciences/Donald Conway/$2.50
- Architectural Design & The Social Sciences/AIA Research Report/Donald Conway/$25.00
- Basics of Solar Heating & Hot Water Systems/$37.00
- Building Construction Legal Citator/$54.00
- Compensate Guidelines for architectural and engineering services, 2nd Ed.
- Construction Bonds & Insurance Guide/$18.00
- Design Build Bid Task Force Report/$2.00
- Developing Your A/E Firm for Greater Personal, Professional, and Financial Profit: A Self-Help Guide/Senhe, John; Shiro, Laura; Ross, Stuart/$15.00
- Directory of Minority A & E Firms/American Consulting Engineers Council/$15.00
- Economies of Architectural Practice/$6.00
- Engineering Techniques #2/Arch. Programming/$5.00
- Federal Market Places: Are You Prepared?/9.00
- Financial Management for Arch. Firms/A Manual of Accounting Procedures/$12.00
- Financial Management for Arch. Firms A Manual for Company Executives/$10.00
- The First Step in A E Constructing with the Federal Government/$2.00
- Getting Into Architecture/$5.00
- Glossary of Construction Industry Terms/$1.00
- Guidebook to Occupational Safety & Health 1975/$4.00
- Here Comes the Sun-1981/ Joint Venture & Friand, Inc./$11.00
- Into the Mainstream: A Syllabus for a Barrier-Free Environment/$1.50
- Life Cycle Cost Analysis/$10.00
- Manual of Personal Practices/Arthur T. Kornblut, AIA/$7.00
- Methods of Compensation for Arch. Services/Case & Co., Inc./$5.00
- New Design concepts for Energy Conserving Buildings/$10.00
- The Octagon/George McCue/$6.00
- Profit Planning in Arch. Practice/$5.00
- Project Delivery Approaches An AIA Guide/David S. Haviland/$2.50
- Reliance Building House Puzzle/Frank Lloyd Wright/$7.00
- AIA Research Survey 1975-76/$7.00
- The Noble House: Arch. Heritage of Chicago/ Frank Lloyd Wright/$7.00
- Solar Architectual Styles/C. Ray Smith, AIA/$5.00
- Solar-Integrated Architecture/ASC/American Solar Architects Association, Inc./$15.00
- Solar-Orientated Architecture/Arizona State Univ. College of Arch./$12.50
- State Housing & Finance Agencies/$2.00
- Survey of the Membership/Case & Co./$10.00
- Renaissance Man in the Federal City/William Thornton/$3.00
- Uniform Construction Index/$10.00
- 37 Design & Environmental Projects, lst Annual Report/Edward K. Carpenter/$15.95

BONANZA PUBLISHING

- Architectural Elements/$7.95

BRAMHALL HOUSE

- The Natural House/Frank Lloyd Wright/$5.95
- Work of Frank Lloyd Wright/$14.95

BRAZILIER, INC.

- Alvar Alto & Frederick Gutheim/$7.95
- Architecture, Cities and the Systems Approach/ Francis Fargnson/$15.95
- The Architecture of Choices: Eclecticism in America/Walter C. Kidney/$5.95
- Baroque & Rococo Architecture/Henry A. Millon/$4.95
- Etienne-Louis Baulieu/Jean Marie Perouse de Montclos/$3.95
- The Conscience of the City/Martin Mayerson/$5.00
- The Future Metropolis/Lloyd Rodwin/$2.95
- Antonio Gaudi/George R. Collins/$4.95
- Greek Architecture/Robert Scarraton/$5.95
- Walter Gropius/James Wrayton Fitz/$5.95
- Gothic Vs. Classic/Rudolf Wittkower/$4.95
- Lenorby: The Machine and The Grand Design/Norma Ebenon/$7.95
- Eric Mendelson/Wolf Von Eckardt/$3.95
- Modern Architecture/Vincent Scully, Jr./$5.95
- Piers Luigi Nervi: A Life/Isolde Mambretti/$5.95
- Richard Neutra/Esther McCoy/$7.95
- New Directions in Architectural Architecture/Robert A. M. Stern/$4.95
- New Towns: Antiquity to the Present/Erlin L. Gagliardti/Esther McCoy/$4.95
- Oscar Niemeyer/Stam Padakez/$5.95
- Frederick Law Olmstead and the American Environmental Tradition/Abert Fahn/$4.95
- Playing Urban Games/Martin Kuenzen/$5.95
- The Shingle Style Today/Vincent Scully/$12.50
- Louis Sullivan/Albert Bush Brown/$3.95
BOOKESTORE (Cont.)

HOSPITAL DESIGN AND FUNCTION/E. TODD WHEELER/ 524.00
HOSPITAL MODERNIZATION AND EXPANSION/E. TODD WHEELER/$22.75
HOW TO MARKET PROFESSIONAL DESIGN SERVICES/GERRE L. JONES/$14.50
HOW TO PREPARE PROFESSIONAL DESIGN BROCHURES/GERRE JONES/$16.50
IN THE CAUSE OF ARCHITECTURE/Frank Lloyd WRIGHT/$19.50
INTERIOR PLANT SCAPING/RICHARD L. GAINES, AIA/$22.95
JOINT VENTURES FOR ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS/DAVID R. O'BRIEN/$22.00
LEGAL PLETTAS IN ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING AND BUILDING CONSTRUCTION/NATHAN WEISS AND THEODOR K. ROHDENBURG/$21.50
MANUAL OF BUILT-UP ROOF SYSTEMS/C. W. GRIFFITH/P. E./$10.75
MODEL BUILDINGS FOR ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS/JOHN A. TAYLOR, AIA/$20.35
NEW DIMENSIONS IN SHOPPING CENTERS AND STORES/LOUIS G. HEDSTONE, AIA/$24.50
THE NEW DOWNTOWNS/LOUIS G. HEDSTONE, AIA/$22.95
NOISE AND VIBRATION CONTROL/LEO L. BERANEK/$28.20
OFFICE BUILDING DESIGN, 2ND. ED./MILDRED SCHNEITZ/$25.50
PERCEPTION AND LIGHTING/WILLIAM M. LAM/$32.50
PLACES FOR PEOPLE/$21.50
PLANNING AND DESIGN OF AIRPORT SYSTEMS/ROBERT HORONJET/$32.50
SOLAR ENERGY: FUNDAMENTALS IN BUILDING DESIGN/BRUCE ANDERSON/$22.50
SPECIFICATIONS: FOR ARCHITECTURE, ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION/CHESLEY AYRES, PE/$16.50
TEN BY WARREN PLATNER/$27.50
TIME-SAVING STANDARDS FOR ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN/JOHN HANCOCK CALLIGER/$38.50
TIME-SAVING STANDARDS FOR BUILDING TYPES/JOSEPH OCHIARA AND JOHN R. CALLIGER/$37.50
UNBUILT AMERICA/ALISON SKY AND MICHELLE STONE/$14.95
URBAN DESIGN: THE ARCHITECTURE OF TOWNS AND CITIES/Paul D. SPIREJREGEN, AIA/$21.50
THE USE OF COLOR IN INTERIORS/ALBERT G. HEISE/$21.75
MASSDESIGN/ARCH. & PLANNERS
SOLAR HEATED HOUSES FOR NEW ENGLAND & OTHER NORTH TEMPERATE CLIMATE/MASSDESIGN/$7.50
MEANS
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION COST DATA/ROBERT STURGIS GODFREY/$19.50
MIT PRESS
THE ARCHITECTURE OF ALBERT KHAN/GRANT HILDEBRAND/$14.95
THE ARCHITECTURE OF J. M. RICHARDSON AND HIS TIMES/HERMAN HITCHCOCK/$35.95
THE ARCHITECTURE MACHINE/NICHOLAS NEROPONTE/$15.95
BEYOND HABITAT/MOSHE DAFDIF/$3.45
LIFES/LAWRENCE HALPRIN/$16.95
CITY SIGNS AND LIGHTS/STEPHEN CARR/$9.95
THE CLASSICAL LANGUAGE OF STYLE/JOHN TOMMERR/$31.45
DO YOUR OWN THING/EDWARD ALLEN/$5.95
EXPERIENCING ARCHITECTURE/STEEN ELIER
RAMUSVOLD/$4.95
FOURTY YEARS OF LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE/FRANK L. OLMSGAARD/.$2.95
WAR MADE PHILADELPHIA/R. S. WARREN AND J. A. GALLERY/$1.75
WAS VAN DER BURG/GLOSSER/$20.00
THE NEW ARCHITECTURAL LANDSCAPE/ROBERT M. ACKERMAN/$5.45
PLANNING FOR PLAY/EDWIN ALLEN OF HORT/.$2.95
SITE PLANNING 2ND. ED./KEVIN LYNCH/$12.95
SPACE GRID STRUCTURES/JOHN BORGEO/$7.95
NCARB/ARCH. RECORD
NCARB ARCHITECTURAL REGISTRATION HANDBOOK/MILTON MILSTEIN, AIA/$19.50
JARROLD & SONS LTD
A VISUAL HISTORY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY ARCH./$29.96
OUTLET BOOK CO.
CONTINUITY AND CHANGE PRESERVATION IN CITY PLANNING/ALFRED PAPAGEOGOUL/$29.00
MASTERS OF WORLD ARCHITECTURE/ESTHER MCCOY/$17.95
THE EARLY YEARS/FRANK LLOYD WRIGHT/$8.98
OXFORD PRESS
ARCHITECTURE IN TRANSITION/C. A. DOXADIS/$2.95
FIVE ARCHITECTS/EISENMAN, GRAVES, GATHWAY, HAJDUK, MEIER/$12.95
MAKING A MINIATURE HOUSE/GUY R. WILLIAMS/$8.25
RICHARD MEIER, ARCHITECT/RICHARD MEIER/$15.00
THE SOURCES OF MODERN ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN/NIKOLAS PAYSNER/$9.95
SWEETNESS & LIGHT/MARK GIRAUDOUX/$29.95
PENGUIN VIKING
DESIGN OF CITIES/EDWARD BACON/$9.95
DESIGNING FOR PEOPLE/HARRY DREYFUS/$3.95
A DICTIONARY OF BUILDING/JOHN S. SCOTT/$3.50
LE CORBUSIER/STEPHEN GARDNER/$5.25
PALADIN/JAMES S. ACKERMAN/$2.50
URBAN PLANNING IN TRANSITION/ERNST ERSTER/$15.95
PRENTICE HALL
ARCHITECTURE & PEOPLE/EUGENE RASKIN/$8.95
CONCEPTS IN THERMAL COMFORT/M. DAVID EGAN/$12.95
ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES IN ARCHITECTURE/R. KINZEL AND SHARPE/$21.25
HANDBOOK OF STANDARD STRUCTURAL DETAILS FOR BUILDINGS/MICHAEL KETCHUM/$15.95
PERSONAL SPACES/LOUISE SOMMER/$2.95
STRUCTURE IN ARCHITECTURE: THE BUILDINGS OF SALVADORI & MEIER/$19.95
STRUCTURAL DESIGN IN ARCHITECTURE/SALVADORI & LEVY/$19.95
PETERSON'S GUIDES/ACSA
ARCHITECTURE SCHOOLS IN NORTH AMERICA, 7TH ED./DAVID & K. C. CLARK/$5.95
PETROCELLI/CHARTER
COMPUTER AIDS TO DESIGN & ARCHITECTURE/NICHOLAS NEROPONTE/$24.95
PREAGER PUB.
RIVERS IN THE CITY/ROY MANN/$20.00
PRESERVATION PRESS
ATLANTA ARCHITECTURE, THE VICTORIAN HERITAGE/ATLANTA HISTORIC SOCIETY/$7.50
BUILT TO LAST/MASS. DEPT. OF COMMUNITY AFFAIRS/$5.95
CHESAPEAKE & OHIO CANAL OLD PICTURE ALBUM/THOMAS F. HAHN/$6.00
A COURTHOUSE CONSERVATION HANDBOOK/NATIONAL TRUST/$3.00
ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF PRESERVING OLD BUILDINGS/NATIONAL TRUST/$6.00
FABRICS FOR HISTORIC BUILDINGS/JANE C. NYLANDER/$5.00
I FEEL I SHOULD TELL YOU/TERRY MORTON/$4.00
HISTORIC PRESERVATION LAW/NATIONAL TRUST/$4.00
INTRODUCTION TO EARLY AMERICAN MASONRY STONE/BRICK, MORTAR & PLASTER/HORLEY J. MCKEE, FAIA/$4.50
THE MUTUAL TOUR/BALABAN, S. CLAIR/$3.00
SAVING AND CONSERVATION PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES/SHARON TIMMONS/$15.00
SAVING & RESTORATION OF HISTORIC GARDENS & LANDSCAPES/$4.00
REHABILITATION READER/NEW YORK/1975/$7.50
SOUTHWESTERN HOMES/RESCUE ISLAND/C. H. VANCE/$17.95
SOUTHWESTERN HOMES OF NOW/MEYER & PEARL/$10.95
SOUTHWESTERN HOMES OF THEN/BENNET & PEARL/$10.95
SOUTHWESTERN HOMES OF YESTERDAY/BENNET & PEARL/$10.95
WOODEN SHIPBUILDING & SMALL CRAFT PRESERVATION/NATIONAL TRUST/$5.00
RANDOM HOUSE
AMERICA'S FORGOTTEN ARCHITECTURE/WREN & ROBYN/$8.95
THE ARCHITECTURE BOOK/NOVAEL WHITE/$9.95
COMMUNISTS/PAUL & PERCIVAL GOODMAN/$1.95
RIZZOLI
ART DECO POSTERS & GRAPHICS/JEAN DELAYE/$7.95
BOOKSTORE (Cont.)

* The Language of Post-Modern Architecture/Charles Jencks/So. 12.95
* Maria Laurence/Charlotte Gere/$7.95
* Contra Pompodo/$3.50
* Palladian in America/Whitehall/$11.95
* The Pre-Raphaelites/James Harding/$7.95

SOLAR GROUP, ARCHITECTS

* Sun/Earth/Richard L. Crowther, AIA/$12.95

SILVERMINE PUB.

The Restoration Manual/Orlin M. Bullock, Jr., Jr., AIA/$12.95

TAMARACK PRESS

* Barns of Wisconsin/Jerry Apps/$10.00

TOTAL ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION

Solar Energy Home Design in Four Climates/Total Environmental Action/$12.75

US GOVERNMENT PRINTING

* Minimum Requirements of Construction & Equipment for Hospital & Medical Facilities/$1.45

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS

Creating the Human Environment/McCue, Gerald; William R. Ewald, Jr./$16.95
Space Adicts/Johe J. Castonis/$10.00

URBAN LAND INSTITUTE

New Towns Planning and Development/Dr. Gideon Golany/$10.00
Townhouses & Courtdominiums: Residents' Likes and Dislikes/Dr. Carl Norcross/$15.00

VAN NOSTRAND REINHOLD

* After Wigs: Waas Van Der Rohe Teaching & Principles/Werner Blaser/$19.95
* Alternative Natural Energy Sources in Building Design/Olvo & Schwaber/$6.95
* Architectural Graphics/Franc Ching/$5.50
* Architectural & Interior Models/Sanford Hohausen/$13.95
* Architectural Presentation Techniques/William W. Ahlaf/$15.95
* Architecture Interior Environment/Forest Wilson/$6.95
* Architecture by Team/William Caudill/$19.95
* Beginning Experiences in Architecture/George E. Troglor/$9.95
* 1978 Building Cost File/$24.95
* Building Code of the City of New York 1970/$10.00
* Building Construction Illustrated/Francis O. K. Ching/$10.95
* Casters for the Urban Environment Survival of the Cities/Victor Green/$24.95
* Design Cost File 1977 Complete Prices/McKee-Barger-Mansueti Inc./$39.95
* Drawing File for Architects, Illustrators & Designers/Marc Szabo/$12.95
* Graphic Guide to Interior Design/Forest Wilson/$4.95
* A House in the City/McKenna, N. Dickson/$19.00
* Housing for the Elderly/Isaac Green/$13.95
* Marketing Architectural Services/Wend Cole/$10.00
* Site Planning for Cluster Housing/Richard Unrau & Robert E. Ball/$22.95
* Van Nostrand Manual of Rendering with Pen & Ink/Robert W. Gilley/$73.50

VIKING COMPASS

The Bathroom/Alexander Kira/$7.95

VIKING PENGUIN

* The Christmas Tree Book/Phillip Snyder/$4.95

An Outline of European Architecture/Nikolaus Pevsner/$8.95
Palladio: A Western Progress/Dasmond Guiminess A. J. T. Salden, Jr./$14.95
* A Dictionary of Architecture/John Fleming-Hugh Honour & Nikolaus Pevsner/$31.95
Housebuilding for Children/Les Walker/$10.00
* Houses Architects Live In/Barbara Plum/$16.50
Living with Energy/Honald Alves & C. Willigten/(paper) $7.95
The Spacemaker Book/Ellen Linn/$9.95
* What Kind Is That/Harbert L. Edlin/$16.45
Opportunities in Architecture Today/Robert Piper/$2.45

WALKER PUB., CO.

How A House Happens/Jan Adkins/$5.95

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY PRESS

* Alasthriós/Ranayotis A. Michellé/$18.95
* All Our Yesterdays/Frank B. & Arthur M. Woodford/$4.50
* Building of Detroit/W. Hawkins Ferry/$15.00
* Detroit's Coming of Age/Don Lochbliter/$4.50
* Architecture in Michigan/Wayne Andrews/$3.95

WHITNEY LIBRARY OF DESIGN

* Beaux Arts to Bauhaus & Beyond/Harold Bush-Brown, FAIA/$12.95
Building Without Barriers for the Disabled/E. P. Harkness & J. N. Groom, Jr./$10.95
* The Care of Old Buildings Today/Donald Inset/$13.95
Creative Communications for a Successful Design Practice/Stephen A. Kilmart, AIA/$2.50
* The Design of Herman Miller/Ralph Caplin/$15.50
The Evolving City/Peter Wolf/$8.95
* Historic Houses Restored and Preserved/Marian Page/$25.00
Letter for Reproductions/David Gates/$13.00
* Neighborhood Conservation/Robert McNulty & S. Kilmart/$18.95
* New Uses for Old Buildings/Sherman Cantacuzino/$29.95
Women in American Architecture/Susanna Torre/$25.00

WATSON-GUPTILL

* The Future in the Past/John Betjeman & Nikolaus Boulling/$15.95
* Residential Interiors Today/Catherine C. Crane/$7.95

WILEY & SONS

* All Their Own People and the Places They Build/Jan Wampler/$19.95
* Architectural Graphic Standards 6th Ed./Ramsey & Sloper/$47.25
* Architectural Photography/James W. Holitor, $25.75
* Architectural Working Drawings/Ralph Leibng & Mimi Ford Paul/$14.95
* Architecture and Color/Waldon Faultner, FAIA/$18.50
* Architecture in the United States/Ralph W. Homett/$21.25
* Architecture: The Design Experience/Hugh Stubbings/$20.00
* Building Contracts for Design & Construction/Harold Waut/$10.95
* Construction Funding: Where the Money Comes From/Don Halpern/$15.75
* Dictionary of Architecture/Heary Saylor/$6.50
* Drawings by American Architects/Alfred M. Kamper/$39.95
* Development Building: The Team Approach/C. W. Griffin/$15.00
* Hospital Planning Handbook/Rex W. Allen & L. Y. Karolit/$17.00
* Housing/Maccal, Holland, Nachman, Yacker/$30.00
* Principles of Pneumatic Architecture/Roger L. Dutt/$18.75
* Shopping Centers/Edgar Lion/$17.00

* New Book in for 1978.
The Book is divided into three sections. The first section includes line item prices for almost every conceivable item of construction. Each item is clearly described, includes the crews necessary and indicated a daily output for the typical crew. The "Bare Costs" are shown with specific Material, Installation, and Total Costs. Also, the total cost including subcontractors' overhead and Profit is given in a separate, complete column. Through the use of graphics and page layout all this information is easy to find and easy to handle.

The second section contains an updated listing of typical square foot and cubic foot costs for 31 of the most often constructed buildings. The information for these buildings and sub-sections of buildings has been collected and updated from cost figures of more than 7500 projects. Repair and remodeling unit costs are included in this section. The costs throughout the book can be adjusted to 162 major U.S. and Canadian cities with the use of the indexes in this section. These indexes are broken down into the 16 C.S.I. divisions for each city.

The third section of the book furnishes all the necessary information relating to how in-place prices are developed, and includes many graphs and charts to make this the easiest to use estimating book available.

Please return to: Detroit Chapter, AIA AIA National Convention 553 East Jefferson Detroit, Michigan 48226 Price of Book, $19.50.

WOMANS ARCHITECTURAL LEAGUE

Did you know that during W.A.L.'s Twenty-Fifth Anniversary Year........
They raised the most monies at a W.A.L. Christmas Auction. W.A.L. gave three $500.00 Scholarships. They are having the first out-of-state weekend trip by W.A.L. members as a group. They are in the process of compiling a list of W.A.L. organizations throughout the United States.

LEGISLATIVE

Seven organizations recently sponsored a "1978 Government Day" program in Lansing. They were: Consulting Engineers Council of Michigan, Engineers Detachment, Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers, Inc., Michigan Society of Architects, Michigan Society of Professional Engineers, Michigan Society of Registered Land Surveyors, and Society of Mechanical Engineers.

The program included Representative Gary Owens and William Ballenger, Director of the Department of Licensing and Regulation, speaking on Sunset Legislation and the development of a bill to codify Michigan's occupational laws which license architects, engineers and land surveyors. Senator William Fitzgerald and Representative Dennis Cawthorne discussed key issues facing each legislative house and political party in 1978. Dr. Gerald Millier spoke on Michigan's future fiscal policy on constructing new facilities.
MISCELLANEOUS (Cont.)


THE COMMITTEE ON ARCHITECTURE FOR HEALTH (CAH)

The CAH is preparing two major documents: "Functional Guide to Federal Agencies Constructing Health Facilities" and "Project Delivery Approaches for Health Facilities."

Meanwhile, CAH is concerned with HEW's proposal on federal fire safety standards, which may conflict with present standards. Efforts are under way to monitor this proposal through AIA's Codes and Regulations Center.

NEW OFFICERS ELECTED ASLA

Officers for the Michigan Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects beginning in 1978 are John H. Beckett, President, Thomas G. Raynes, Vice President, William H. McGibbon, Secretary, John Lesnik, Treasurer, Jack G. Anderson, Chapter Trustee, Martin LaForte, Executive Committee Member, Duane M. Mezga, Executive Committee Member.

LETTERS TO ANN STACY

Dear Ann:

Perhaps you already know that Julian R. Cowin died here in Sarasota on March 18 and have not had an opportunity yet to mention it in the Newsletter. For your information I am enclosing an obituary which you might use in the next issue. The Newsletter reaches so many Michigan architects no longer in Michigan that I know it will find those friends who would want to know, but have no other source of news.

I too am one of those Michigan architects who keeps in touch with Michigan doings through the pages of the Newsletter. But I must confess that very few of the names are familiar to me anymore. I enjoy reading about the problems and triumphs just the same, but am pleased to sit back in this lovely spot and enjoy them without participating directly.

I congratulate all of you in the MSA for your bold move to the Beaubien House. I think it is a wonderful idea and trust it works out just the way you hope it will. Again thanks for taking care of Julian's obituary and my sincere best wishes to you all. Yours very truly, Malcolm R. Stirton.

OBITUARY


He was a graduate of the University of Michigan Architectural College in 1924, a Member Emeritus of the American Institute of Architects and a founding member of the firm of Harley, Ellington, Cowin and Stirtton, Inc., Architects and Engineers, Detroit. He retired in 1969 after 40 years and serving as President and Chairman of the Board.

A memorial service was held in Sarasota and he was Interred in Woodlawn Mausoleum, Detroit, a building designed by his firm.

FINE ARTS CENTER

Saginaw Valley State College invites Michigan architectural firms to submit documentation of interest and expertise in designing a Fine Arts Center which will house studios, classrooms, practice areas and offices for art, music and dance. The firm must indicate the individual to be assigned to the project and include his work with similar projects, submit a description of the firm and supporting staff and provide evidence that the firm is an Affirmative Action Employer.

To be assured of full consideration, all documentation must be received at the College by May 15, 1978. Send materials to: Dr. Emerson D. Gilbert, Vice President for Administrative Affairs, Saginaw Valley State College, University Center, MI 48710.

GRAPEVINE

Mark English & Associates/Architects/Designers and Kenneth Ventura, R.A., announce the formation of their new firm, English & Ventura, Architects, P.C., with offices at 20122 Livernois, Detroit, MI 48221, (313) 862-9272...Colvin-Robinson-Associates Inc., and Frederick H. Herrmann AIA Architect announced plans to merge their two architectural firms. The new firm will retain the name Colvin-Robinson-Associates Inc. but will become a component of the Herrmann & Holman Partnership...Maurice Lowell retired from Albert Kahn Associates after 33 years, moved to California somewhere in the Los Angeles area...James A. Spence partner with Spence and Forsythe Architects and a Saginaw Councilman has been elected president of Child and Family Service of Saginaw County for a two-year term...Fry/Peters Associates Architects & Planners and J/P Development Co., Inc., Construction Managers are pleased to announce their move to The Northern Brewery, 1237 Jones Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48105...Al Kochanowski, former MSA member and Associate of T.M.P. Associates Inc. has joined R.A. Murphy Associates Ltd., of Grand Rapids as Vice-President...The firm of Roger Margerum Inc., Architects is pleased to announce the addition of Jack Goosskey, AIA to their staff...their Warren Holmes-Kenneth Black Company announces the election of Jack A. Drew to its Board of Directors. Drew has been with the firm since 1967 and an Associate since 1969...The Great Lakes Fabricators and Erectors Association, following the organization's
GRAPEVINE (Cont.)

Annual Meeting, announces the election of Kip Anderson, of Midwest Steel Erection, Inc., Southfield as President for 1978-79...

Philip J. Meathe, President and Chief Executive Officer of Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates, announced the appointment of Vice-President Peter C. Darin as Executive Vice-President of the Detroit architectural/engineering/planning firm.

Smith, Hinchman & Grylls Associates, Inc., has a new corporate office, Bradley G. Field has been appointed as Assistant Treasurer. Albert Kahn Associates, Inc., Architect and Engineers, recently received an award from the American Consulting Council, sponsors of a national competition to recognize excellence in engineering design, for the design solutions developed, for modernizing two 60-year-old production facilities at the Chevrolet Gear and Axle plant in Detroit...

Minoru Yamasaki and Associates, Inc., of Troy, have elected Kip Serota to their board of directors...

A SPECIAL THANK YOU

Under the direction of Stan Bell 48 students and faculty members from Andrews University toured Detroit on April 13th. Detroit Chapter members and firms who contributed their time were Sidney Cobb, AIA, from Nathan Johnson Associates, Jay Pettitt, FAIA, from Albert Kahn Associates and Mike Balder!, AIA, from Plant Engineering and Construction Manufacturing GM. The group toured Renaissance Center and Metropolitan Detroit with Loa Mamola as tour director from the firm of Rossen/Neumann Associates.

AIA DOCUMENTS

Latest word on new and revised AIA contracts and forms is: A-271 and A-271A, in stock, back orders being filled. B-161 in stock, holding orders until receipt of B-161A. B-162 and B-162A at the printers. B-171 and B-171A in stock, back orders being filled. G-701, G-702, G-703, and G-704 are on their way to the printer; new edition in stock within 3 weeks.

CLASSIFIED

WANTED

Part time person to call on Architects to promote "Cuprinol Stain". Car required two nights out per month. Call 645-5787

CALENDAR

MAY

9 Western Michigan Chapter/AIA Meeting for Chapter Representatives

JUNE

2 New Registrant Reception.

3 Western Michigan Chapter/AIA 27th Annual Kalamazoo Art Fair - Bronson Park - AIA Tent Structure and Displays.

15 WALD - Chinese Paintings, Art Institute Marie Noth, Chairwoman.

15 Third Thursday -

15 Detroit Chapter Board Meeting at the Beaubien House.

23 MSA Board/Northern Michigan Chapter.

JULY

20 Detroit Chapter Board Meeting, at the Beaubien House.

20 Third Thursday -

22-30 Oak Park Festival in Illinois. (See March N/L)

AUGUST


4 Detroit Chapter Board Meeting, Grand Hotel, Mackinac Island.

17 Detroit Chapter Board Meeting

17 Third Thursday -
CALENDAR (Cont.)

SEPTEMBER
12 Western Michigan Chapter/AIA Meeting
21 Detroit Chapter Board Meeting at the Beaubien House.
21 Third Thursday -
25-26 Chapter Planning Seminar run by AIA National Staff for all Michigan Components Officers and Directors. Plaza Hotel, Detroit.

OCTOBER
16-20 Western Michigan Chapter/AIA Architects’ Week – Local Public Awareness and Professional Promotion Campaign.

NOVEMBER
14 Western Michigan Chapter/AIA Meeting Chapter Elections.
16 Detroit Chapter Board Meeting at the Beaubien House.
16 Third Thursday -

DECEMBER
12 Western Michigan Chapter/AIA Meeting Installation of Officers.
21 Third Thursday -

18-20 MSA 63rd Annual Convention, Kalamazoo
19 Third Thursday -